
Arrays in Java

Part III
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Class Arrays
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• This class contains various methods for manipulating 
arrays (such as sorting and searching)

• It would be great practice to look at some of the codes 
inside this class

• import java.util.Arrays;

• e.g.,
– int[] arr = new int[]{1, 4, 8, 2, 7};

– Arrays.sort(arr);

– System.out.println(Arrays.binarySearch(arr, 4));

– for(int i=0; i<arr.length; i++)

System.out.print(arr[i]); #12478



Some Methods in Arrays
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Method Descirption

binarySearch(arr, value)
Searches for the specified element in the array with the 
help of the Binary Search Algorithm

equals(arr1, arr2) Checks if both the arrays are equal or not

toString(arr) Returns a string representation of the contents of this 
array

sort(arr) Sorts the complete array in ascending order.

mismatch(arr1, arr2) Finds and returns the index of the first unmatched 
element between the two specified arrays

fill(arr, value) Assigns this fill value to each index of this arrays
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2-Dimensional Arrays - Declaration
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A 2-D array is an array of arrays; Each element of the 
array is an array itself

int[][] arr = new int [3][2];

arr[0] arr[1] arr[2]

arr[0][0] arr[0][1] arr[1][0] arr[1][1] arr[2][0] arr[2][1]



2-Dimensional Arrays - Declaration
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A 2-D array is an array of arrays; Each element of the 
array is an array itself

int[][] arr = new int [3][2];

Column 0 Column 1

Row 0 arr[0][0] arr[0][1]

Row 1 arr[1][0] arr[1][1]

Row 2 arr[2][0] arr[2][1]



2-Dimensional Arrays - Example
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final int ROW = 3;

final int COL = 2;

int[][] arr2D = new int[ROW][COL];

arr2D[0][0] = 10;

arr2D[1][0] = arr2D[1][1] = 20;

arr2D[2][1] = 30;

Column 0 Column 1

Row 0 10 0

Row 1 20 20

Row 2 0 30

Column 0 Column 1

Row 0 arr[0][0] arr[0][1]

Row 1 arr[1][0] arr[1][1]

Row 2 arr[2][0] arr[2][1]



2-Dimensional Arrays – For loop
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final int ROW = 3;

final int COL = 2;

int[][] arr2D = new int[ROW][COL];

for(int r = 0; r<ROW; r++)

for(int c = 0; c <COL ; c++)

arr2D[r][c] = (r+1)*(c+1);

Column 0 Column 1

Row 0 1 2

Row 1 2 4

Row 2 3 6

Column 0 Column 1

Row 0 arr[0][0] arr[0][1]

Row 1 arr[1][0] arr[1][1]

Row 2 arr[2][0] arr[2][1]



2-Dimensional Arrays
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2-Dimensional Arrays
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Multiplication Table
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Build and then print 
the multiplication table

Separate numbers 
using tab



Multiplication Table
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Average of Each Row and Column
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Given a 2-D matrix we aim to save the average 
of each row and column



Average of Each Row and Column
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Given a 2-D matrix we aim to save the average 
of each row and column

STEP 1



Average of Each Row and Column
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Given a 2-D matrix we aim to save the average 
of each row and column

STEP 2
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Given a 2-D matrix we aim to save the average 
of each row and column

STEP 2



Average of Each Row and Column
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Given a 2-D matrix we aim to save the average 
of each row and column

STEP 3



Class Activity
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Tic-Tac Toe

Write a code for
Tic-Tac Toe game

Player vs PC

Finish this by 4:30!



Class Activity
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The code in the next two parts (slides) 
will be inside a while(true) loop
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Printing the board after the game is over!
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Printing the board after the game is over!

Was our code easy to read?

Didn’t we repeat (copy-
paste) codes like printing?
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Methods to the Rescue!


